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Name:  __________________
please type or print your name

EE 102-01 Exam No. 2 (100pts. – 33% of the final grade)
Do not use back side.  Back side of this test will not be graded.  Attach more pages if necessary.

DL: __ E: __ P: __ F: __/__
Problem 1 (10pts.)
Rewrite the following function so that it uses do-while loop instead of forever-for loop.  Use the minimum possible

number of instructions.  Each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

double REC(double div) { double REC(double div) {
  double guess=1.0;   double guess=1.0;

  for (;;) {   const double accur=1E-6; // var. scope
    const double accur=1E-6;   do {

    guess = guess*(2.0-guess*div);    guess = guess*(2.0-guess*div);

    if (fabs(guess*div-1.0)<accur)   } while (fabs(guess*div-1.0)>=accur)
      break; // note that < transforms to >=
  }

  return(guess);   return(guess);
} }

Problem 2 (10pts.)
Write a function that accepts one single dimensional c-style array of double and an unsigned integer variable that

holds the actual size of the used part of the array (both passed to the function when it is called).  The function should

check data in the used part of the array.  Each time negative value is encountered it should be replaced by 0.0.  Also,

the function should return the number of data items altered.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost

50%.  Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

int CHECK_POSITIVE ( double ARR[100], unsigned int size)
{
    int index;
    int count;
    count=0;
    // for (1;2;3) counts as three instructions
    for ( index=0;  indec<size; index++ )
    { // this curly bracket pair is optional
        if (A[index]<0.0)
        {
            A[index]=0.0;
            Count++;
        }
    }
    return(count);
}
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Problem 3 (10pts.)
Produce the printout resulted from running of the following program.  Each mistake costs 2 points until 10 is reached.

#include <iostream>
using namespace std;

void F1 (double a, double &b) {
    double c;
    c=21.0;
    a=22.0;
    b=23.0;
}
void F2 (double &c, double &d) {
    c=31.0;
    d=32.0;
    {
        double c;
        c=33.0;
        d=34.0;
    }
}

void F3 () {
    double a, b, c, d, e;
    a=41.0; b=42.0; c=43.0; d=44.0; e=45.0;
}

int main() {
    double a=11.0, b=12.0, c=13.0, d=14.0, e=15.0;
    F1(a, b);
    F2(d, e);
    F3();
    cout<<"\t"<<a<<"\t"<<b<<"\t"<<c<<"\t"<<d<<"\t"<<e<<endl;
  return(0);
}
/* FILL IN THIS PRINTOUT WITH NUMBERS:

      _11_     _23_     _13_     _31_     _34_
*/

Problem 4 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function, which accepts the radius and the height of a cylinder and returns the total area of its

walls.  HRRarea ⋅⋅+⋅= ππ 22 , where 1415927.3=π .  The size of the cylinder is passed from the place the

function is called and the calculated are is used for further calculations.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function

will cost 50%.  Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

double TOTAL_CYLINDER_AREA ( double R, double H )
{
    double P = 3.1415927;
    return ( P*R*R + 2*P*R*H );
}
// alternative: return ( 3.1415927*R*R + 6.2831854*R*H );
// since only one or two lines are invloved
// each correction is counted per variable or per simple operation
// although compiler might optimize it, DO NOT write 2*3.1415927 - 2 points
// comment: the formula is for the amount of material to make an open top cilinder
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Problem 5 (10pts.)
Write the code for the function that accepts a string S passed by constant reference from the place the function is

called.  The function prints the contents of that string one character per line.  However, if the character is a space,

then it is skipped.  Must use string from the <string> library.  Errors with data flow (cin/cout) in the function will cost 50%.

Otherwise, each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code costs two points.  Hint: Modify your homework program.

void print_one_char_per_line(const string &S )
{
    int index;
    // for (1;2;3) counts as three instructions
    for ( index=0;  index<S.size();  index++ )
        if (S[index]!=‘ ’)
            cout << S[[index] << endl;
}

 Problem 6 (10pts.)
Simplify the bolded conditional statement block in the program.  Your version should use only about four

comparisons.  Rewrite only the code in bold. There is no need to rewrite the whole program. Each correction, addition or

deletion to correct or shorten your code costs two points.

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
using namespace std;
int main() {
  double ph;  cout << "ph=";  cin  >> ph;
  if ( ph< 0.0             ) // TO BE POSTED
    cout << "out of range!" << endl; // for now see your class notes
  if ( ph>=0.0 && ph<  6.9 )
    cout << "acidic" << endl;
  if ( ph>=6.9 && ph<= 7.1 )
    cout << "about neutral." << endl;
  if ( ph> 7.1 && ph<=14.0 )
    cout << "basic." << endl;
  if (            ph> 14.0 )
    cout << "out of range!" << endl;
  return(0);
}

Problem 7 (10pts.)
Write a function prototype for the function that is called PROTO.  The function accepts one string A passed by value,

an unsigned short integer B passed by value, a single precision floating point number C passed by reference and

nothing more.  The function returns a string.  Inside the function replicates string A x B-times, sets C to the total

length of the resulting string, and returns the replicated string.  Each correction, addition or deletion to fix your code

costs one to two points.  Hint: check data types in your textbook.

string PROTO ( string A, unsigned short int B, float &C )  ;
// one two     three     four                  five        six – no {...}
// there are six check points in this function prototypes as listed above
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Problem 8 (10pts.)
Answer very briefly each of the following questions marked in bold.  Provide your answer next to the question.

Make sure that you answer the specific question.  Each incorrect, missing or irrelevant answer costs two points until ten is
reached.  Hint: make sure that you answer the question and not just comment what a particular instruction does.

#include <iostream>
#include <string>
using namespace std;

string ImprovedRemoveManyCComments ( string line ) {
// 1. WHY line cannot be passed by constant reference in this example?
// ANS: because the variable line is modified in this function
    const string begc="/*";
    const string endc="*/";
    int p1=0;
    for (;;) {
// 2. SHOW the lines that allow this forever-for loop is exited.
// ANS: please observe underlined instructions instead of circled
// (Circle the instruction(s).)
        p1=line.find(begc, p1);
        if (p1==string::npos)
            return(line);
        else {
            int p2=line.find( endc , p1+1 );
            if (p2==string::npos) {
// 3. WHY do we need to check for p2==NPOS here?
// ANS: because we need to do two different thigs depending on
//      whether endc string was found or not
line.erase(p1, line.size()-p1);
// 4. WHAT portion of the string was erased in the instruction above?
// ANS: from position p1 to the end of line
                return(line);
            } else
                line.erase( p1 , p2-p1+endc.size() );
// 5. WHAT portion of the string was erased in the instruction above?
// ANS: from position p1 to position p2 plus the length of endc string
//      in other words it removes the whole comment /* ... */
}
    }
// 6. WHY there is no return statement here? This function is not void!
// ANS: because we never get here. Only return is used to exit the loop
//      The only way to exit the loop is to exit the function at the same time
}

int main() {
    string test;
    getline(cin,test);
    cout << ImprovedRemoveManyCComments(test) << endl;
    return(0);
}
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Problem 9 (20pts.)
Write a program that accepts floating-point type measurements made by a student in the laboratory.  The student

needs to know how many measurements were made in certain ranges as percentages of the total number of

measurements.  The ranges are 1 to 2, 4 to 6, and 8 to 10.  All other data that do not fall into these three ranges should

be ignored.  (Do not count them towards percentages.)  For the convenience the program should stop accepting data

and print the results after the first negative number entered. Make your program efficient by not making unnecessary

comparisons.

Hint: look at sample loop with different ways to quit them example.  Place efficient selection statements inside to count data

in each range.

// TO BE POSTED


